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ISSUED SEffiI-ffiOnTtiUJ
.... San Diego-Here We Are . ...
American Fishermen's Protective Assn.
ACTIVE AND PROGRESSIVE
Membership-103 Bouts, average ,1 Fishermen to Boat
Transacts all business contingent to our association
Telephone: 3-180,1
San Diego,
P. CRIVELLO,
825 Harbor Street
San Diego Fishermen's Association.
-KEENLY ALER'l'-
Directing the wants of oUr Membership,
85 Boats, average <1 Fi!ihermen to the
TELEPHONE FranJrlin 2714
F. BUONO, Gen. Mgr.
San Diego, Calif.
E. J. Ghio, Secy. and 'freas.
P.O. Box 8758H7 Harbor St.
Fred W. Schellin, Pres.
San Diego Fisheries Co.
Direct V{holesale Dealer in Fresh Sea-Food
OUR SPECIALTY-LIVE AND COOKED LOBSTERS
SHIPPED EVEilYWHERE
'Wire Us for Quotation-vVe Respect Standing Orders
Telephone: Main 9698
815 Harhor Street Box 77 San Diego, Calif.
JOHN N. VITALICH, ManageI' Established in!fi
Chesapeake Fish Co.
\VholesaIc Dealers in all Idnds of
CALIFORNIA FRESH AND SALTED FISH
Specializillg-
LOB S T E R S 849 Harbor Street
Live and Cooked SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA
H. DAKIS, Proprietor Established 1914
.
Van Camp Organizations
Producers of Sum'eme Quality Sea Foods
LIVE AND COOKED LOBSTERS
Texas Shipments made direct from San Diego
\Ye arc the largest handlers of Fresh Fish
in California
WIRE FOR PRICES
867 Harbor Street. San Diego. Calif.
If It Swims We Have it . ..
The People's Fish Company
Producer>! and DistrilJUtors of
ALL KINDS OF CALIFORNIA SEA FOODS
Special attention to Hotels and Resturants
Especial!) LOBSTERS-Live and Cooked
Frl!sh, Smolwd,' SitcH and Fr~sh 'Vater Fish ill Season
TELEPHONES: Main H5S and 4159
869 Harbor St. P. O. Box 1205 San Diego, Calif.
AMERICAN FISHERIES CO.
\Vholcsnll.. DenIers in llnd ShlpPcrII III
SALTED, DRIED lind PICKLED FISH
SALTED BARRACUDA, YELLOWTAIL nnd JEW FISH
LOBSTERS IN SEASON-Live and Coolred
WE Sl'ECIALIZE IN Fish Fertilizer and Fish Oil
Wire for Quotations
Get Our Prices in Cur-lots I:Jer()r~ Contracting Elsewhere
841 Harbor Street San Diego, Calif.
LAWREN'CE OLIVER, Mnnnge,' Eslnhlishl!d 19n8 Prompt and Honest Established 190B I~"
Try THE UNION FISH COMPANY
Direct 'Vholesale Dealers in Fresh and Salt Fish
LOBSTERS-Live und Coolred
825 Hurbor Street San Diego, Calif.
STELLAR FISH COMPANY
1(, O. SHIMA, lVhmager
Wholesale Fresh Fish amI Lobstt'rs
Slledalizillg' to the Japanese Trade-fully undl.'rstanrling (IUnlily of
Fresh Fhill d"sirl.'d esp"cially TUlia, Yelluwtnil. llarrllcudll. Mullets.
SeubuEs, btc.
I 825 HurlHlr Strtot Slln DIego. CuUL
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THAT FIRST STEP
An Intimate Chat With the Publisher
2
The first step is hardest for a baby.
It is hard for a child to keep its even
balance, to remain on an even keel
and reach the objective in view, and
it is the same with us in this publi-
cation. We Imow what our objectiv<'!
is, but it is hard to explain all at
once. We possibly never again will
need your support as we need it now.
This magazine is for you. In the
main, it may not benefit you to th2
extent of reaching down in your pocket
for hard earned cash at this time, and
again you may be one of those fellows
who extracts the last ounce of blood
before you support a proposition.
Remember this, as long as you are
identified with the fish business, you
should support this publication from
the very start. Do not stand back and
wait for the other fellow to walk up
and lay his money on the line. No
individual is capable of accomplishing
wonders, but if we are all together,
as a unit, we can protect the industry
from the encroachment of the sports-
man element, that bids fair to engul t
us with hectic laws, which have, and
eventually will, cost the industry mil-
lions of dollars. Can anything be so
absurd as to have commercial fisher-
cries dominated by the sportsman of
this State? That is exactly true at
this time and has been so for many
years.
A duck hunter or a trout fisherman
could not possibly understand com-
nfel'cial fisheries problems. They are
not interested in commercial fisheri2s,
except to pass laws to protect their
O\vn selfish ends.
Lend Me Your Ears
Open your ears a minute and listen
to this! How many times in the past
have you been abused by ridiculous
laws, passed for no good whatever'i
How many times have you been ap-
proached by certain lobbyists for mon-
ey to fight bills. contrary to the best
functioning of your business '? How
many times have you paid over largp
sums of money, without results? W0
v"enture to say your experiences have
been plenty,
Now you must all agree, there is
only one logical way to destroy a
plague, and that is to ge to the sourCt:
of it. The source of all our trouble,
happensto be with the sportsman ele-
ment~ ~~__. __._;~w~.
Name anyone of the three fresh
Fish and Game Commissioners, whu
has had actual commel'cialfisheries ex,·
perience, and we will show you a
white elephant with pink eyes. You
can not do it.
For heaven's sake, get wise to your-
self and give this publication a big
hancl. We will never be satisfied, until
at least one of the three fish and
gam e Commissioners understand::;,
through actual ~xperience, commercial
fisheries. And then you will find a
very happy condition. You could not
expect an aut of the industry duck
hunter to operate a sardine cannery,
any more than you could expect a pro-
fessional lobbyist to get the desired
results by the salve method,
-NoCfiritfiblitions' Asl[cd
This publication will not lmver its
dignity by asking for money to use as
ointment at Sacramento when variouf
bills are sponsored by sportsmen. Our
revenue to lwep going must com~
come from the sale of advertised space
and subscriptions, (n 0 t h i n g else to
sell) and even if you are a canner, your
advertisement in this publication will
reward you many times the cost of
space. This magazine will ,actually go
all over the country, To fishermen,
canners. brokers, wholesale and retail
fish dealers. grocery stores, hotels, etc.,
and in each number there will be in·
formation of interest to each.
About all we can do is to lay the
facts before you and bid for your sup-
port. Your success will be reflected by
our success, and the s Doner you make
us big and powerful, the better even-
one connected with California Fisher-
ies, will be. We have taken the first
step with confidence, The second step
must come from you.
Advertising space can be contracted
for at the following rates:
Front and bacJ[ cover, tWl' col-
ors, $100.00 front page; f;i.~O.OO
bacl[ page, (cover) each issue.
$65.00 for both inside cover
pages, one color.
Inside pages are at the rate of
$50,00 for entire pages, or $60.00
when. less than a page is desired,
<lS follows:
Three-quarter page at $45.00~
One-half page at $30.00.
One-quarter at $15.00.
One-eighth at $7.50.
One-sixteenth at $3.65.
Each isstte copy changed month~
Iy, if preferred.
You get more for your money in
California Fisheries than in any fisher-
ies publication that we lmow of, be-
cause this is a semi-monthly organ,
subscription rates are less than those
of a monthlYi because our stuff is not
antiquated when it reaches our sub-
scribers; because there is really some-
thing worth while to read with inter-
est that concerns the entire California
fishing world; because it is published
by men who understand the commercial
fisheries game from soup to nuts.
All you have to do is wire the Cali-
fornia F ish e ri e s, Municipal Fish
Wharf, San Pedro, Califorrria, that you
want advertising space, or rather you
are mailing your copy, and we will
do the rest.
For those of you who will require
only a subscription, shoot us $2.,95 b~J
return mail for one year's subscrip-
(Continued on Page 11)
Progress Made by Eastern Fresh Fish Industry
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trating the waste in one spot. This
waste can be utilized; one plant in the
East ·;converting this waste into fish
meal derives sufficient income from it
to carry their payroll of 250 men at
the producing point.
While this change in the marketing
of the fish was taking place, others in
the industry realized that in spite of
the many advantages of selling fish in
this way over selling fish in the round,
that for the average merchant this
system still had some of the welmess-
es of the old style fish business. Thefish
merchant was still dealing in a highly
perishable article. The sales area wa~ii
still limited to those points where the
fish could readily be shipped so as to
arrive in first-class condition. The pro.,;
duction was still subject to the same
fluctuation that formerly prevailed. 1'{?
better means existed for carrying over
surplus catches. For this reason they
could not assure their t r a deaf a
stead:tT source of supply at a fairly
staple price.
To successfully specialize in the
production of fresh fillets, a fleet of
fishing craft capable of producing suf-
ficient fish to operate the plant at cap-
acity during the season of scarcity· i~
necessary. The plant itself Iliust b~:
highly organized and efficient; not only
from the standpoint of being able. tp
cut a large quantity of fish, but froni
the standpoint of any first-class pro~
ducer of food products, and unusual
care and cleanliness in the course of
production, so that the product of the
plant will be of uniform high-clas~
quality.
Enough fishing vessels to maintain
production in a period of s car c i ti
means that a surplus will be produce4
in times of plenty. At present firm~
so equipped are selling their surplu~
fish in the open market. As more firm~
enter this class, disposal of this sur~
plus will become a problem.
Since the start of the present cel1~
tury, freezing has been the method o~
preserving surplus fish in its f r Po s.ry
state. The ordinary sharp freezer, tll~
only means of freezing available up ttl
the last few years, while suitable f()l'
othel" forms of j,rJod, was not entirelY
satis:'aetory with fish. This "l~t arle!
the practice of many in the fish trad~
to hold surplus 'catches several dayS
and endeavoring to sell them before
sending the fish to the freezer ma41?
the old style frozen fish a pale imit!L"
tion of the fresh article. With the
end in view of introducing better metn"
ods of freezing fish, the Bureau of
Fisheries and various p r i vat e firms
(Continued on Page 12)-
the loadings of haddock in Boston had
increased about 85% over 1922 loading;
in the same period cod loading having
increased only 22%.
We have fish in California that arc
abundant but at present in small prO~
duction and not well known to the
consuming public, which could be pop-
ularized by marketing as fillets. If
the fresh fish 'business is to be ex-
panded it cannot be done along the old
lines with salmon, halibut, sale, barra'o.
cuda, representi~g 75% of 'the fish
sold.
Marketing of fresh fillets is a long
step beyond the selling of fish in th·.!
round. Only the edible part of the
fish is sold; savings on s hip pi n g
weights are made, the fillet represent-
ing only about 40% of the l' 0 U n d
weight of the fish. Cleaning of the
fish by consumer with \vaste dis-
posal problem and guess work as to
the number of portions, is eliminated.
The wrapped fillet can be sold by any
retailer of food products, thus increas-
ing channels of distribution. Some 0 r
the objections to filleted wrapped fish
are, of course, first, it is impossiblt:
for the layman to determine whether
or not he is getting the kind of fish
he wantsj freshness and quality ar.}
harder to determine as the old land-
marks, gills, eyes, etc., have been r~­
moved. 'l'rade marks and first-class
fish offset both of these objections and
bring us to the final objection, i!l-
creased cost.
That it costs more to produce fillets
is 'undeniablej labor formerly pass~d
on to the consumer or retailer is done
at the point of productionj though the
producer's cost with a volume produ~­
tion is much lower than the retailer':.;
with the further advantage of concen-
w. S. SMITH
Of The California State
Fish E.xchange
For some years past, trade Journals
of the fishing industry and other pub-
lications have been featlning articles
relating to new mehods of processin,r::
and freezing fish. This Department,
and the leaders of the fishing industry
in California, have - recognized that the
industry is undergoing a fundamental
change in easiernfishing centers, and
that if California was to k e e p up
abreast of the times that the new meth-
ods of refrigeration would have to be
introduced here; together wit h new
methods of merchandising fresh fish-
ery products. With this end in view
the Department sent the writer to th:'"
important fishing celltel's on th ~ ea;,;L-
ern coast to get first-hand informatio:!'l
on this subject.
In 0 r del' to properly understand
these new developments, it is neces
sary. t{~ go back a few years and go
over t~1e history of how these changes
in freezing and merchandising fish
came· about. The fillet business start-
ed in Boston in 1921. Two firms,
Whitman, Ward & Lee, and The Bay
State Fishing Company realized that
if the market for fresh fishery prG-
ducts was to be expanded that improve-
ments in getting the fish to the con-
sumer would have to be made. Pack-
age goods had displaced bulk goods in
other food lines and their thought W2.S
that the fishing industry would have ".:.:
follow suit if it expected to hold or
expand the market for its product".
They decided after experiments to sup-
ply fillets of fish W l' a p p e d i!l
par~hment paper, packed in tin con-
'tainers, :advertise their trade mark and
guarantee the quality of their products
Though fillets had been ill a d e for
years, this was the first time anyfirrl
made the marketing of them a speci-
alty, or wrapped and guaranteed their
product. The worth of this n~w idea
in merchandising fish was soon marie
evident to other firms. The business
has grown ,rapidly. At present, in
Boston and New York alone, there are
more than eighty firms engaged i11 the
production of fresh fish fillets.
The tremendous growth of the fillet
business has had its effect on the pro-
duction end of the fish business ~r3o.
About DOIIV of the fish sold in fillet
form is haddock for the reason that
it can be produced in quantity through-
out the year. Haddock has about dis-
placed cod as the most important spe-
cies loaded in New England. In 192'7
Mr. W. R. Smith of Californiu Stnte Fish
E.'i:change. visits Errstern Ilrodllcing: cnnters, re-
searching: in behalf of The Culifornia Sb.t~
Fish Exchnno:e. uml rellrellentin·g California
Commercial Interests.
This is firstoI _n. sct:ics()f _nrticles llrevnrcd
by Mr. Smith, who' Im"s "first-hand information
nnd undcrstuntliMJ; of the COInmH'dnl Fishcril'!l
nil over the United St..1.tcs.-,"Editor.
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*CALIFORNIA SARDINE EXPORT ASSOCIATION ISardine Canners Association c f California
FRANK VAN CAMP, Pres. B. D. MARX GREENE, Vice Pres. and Gen. l\lgr.
Terminal Island, California 604 Postal Telegraph Bldg., San Francisco, California .
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Funetionings of Joint Associations
By B. D. MARX GREENE
When answering Advertisements please men-lion CALIFORNIA FISHERIES
Home Office-Terminal Island, Calif.
The ufficers of the associations since
their organizations are:
Frank Van Camp, President, Term-
inal Island.
K. Hovden, First Vice-President,
Monterey.
S. R. Hornstein, Second Vice-Presi-
dent, Wilmington.
R. E. Cotter, Third Vice-President,
San Francisco_
B. D. Marx Greene, Vice-President
and General Manager, San Francisc'J.
A. M. Lester, Treasurer, San Fl:hn-
cisco.
P. A. Ford, Secretm..y, San Fran-
cisco.
made it easier to maintain the prop-J.r
vacuum and eliminate swells and
springers. Some of the canners had
perfected new devices along this lin~
which were made available to the other
packers. It is safe to say that the
sardine canning industry has never
been on as high a plane in regard> to
product as it is today.
The central offices of the organiza~
tion, maintained at 604 Postal Tele-
graph Building, San Francisco, act as
a clearing house for members. Every
two weeks members are furnished with
a complete catch and pack report from
the packing centers. Timely bulletins
on exports and other topics are for~
warded frequently to the members. Th.':'!
office has been equipped to furnish
general information of all kinds'to its
members, both on export and domestic
trade.
The organization is yet young, but
it seems to have already accomplished
much for its members. We have plans
for future expansion and co-ordinaticn
which we hope will mean much to the
entire industry, the trade and the con-
sumer.
And Various Other California Sea Foods
Packers of
THAT FAMOUS "WHITE STAR TUNA"
THE VAN CAMP SEA FOOD CO. INC.
FRANK VAN CAMP, Pres.
abandoned.
Shortly after the organization of
the Export Association, an associa-
tion was formed to handle domestic
affairs of the sardine canners. Thi':;
association has the same officers as th,~
Export Association, but carries on cer-
tainactivities which, under the law,
cannot properly be performed by an
export association. For example, an
export association has no right to pre-
scribe the quality of the goods to be
manufactured for domestic trade; it
has no right to interest itself in leg-
islative matters affecting its industry;
it : cannot represent its members in
their relations with the Fish and Game
Commission. These activities of the
coinbined canners are handled through
the nel'dy organized Sardine Canners
Association of California.
One of the most note worthy ac-
complishments of the two associations
has been the inauguration of a rigor-
011S code of standards to which all can-
ners must adhere. Inspectors at Mon-
terey and San Pedro insure that -only
fish of the highest quality are put into
the cans. A very high standard of
pack is prescribed and cans must be
exhausted to the proper vacuum. San-
itation must be maintained to the high-
est degree.
Constant meetings of the members
of the Association at the various can-
ning centers has acquainted the mem-
bers with improvements and new meth-
ods evolved by their competitors.
There is a friendly rivalry with prac-
tically no trade secrets. For anything
which one canner can do to raise the
standards of his pack or make it more
palatable, is that much more valuable
to him if the standard of the whole
pack is raised. For instance, it was
early apparent that the draining of
surplus oil and water from 'the cans
F. E. BOOTH CO.
.packers of
BOOTHS
"Crescent" Brand Sardines
Cannery at Monterey
Head Office: 110 Market St., San Francisco
Vice President and General Manager,
California Sardine Export Associa-
tion j Sardine Canners Association
of California.
Up to May of this year the sardine
canners were the only canning industry
in California which had not been or-
ganized into a state-wide association.
Other canners had organized the Can-
ners League and the dried fruit peo-
ple had their domestic and export
dried fruit associations. In the past
the sardine 'canners at Monterey had
their own local association and those
in the South had their organization,
each to handle local problems only,
with no organized effort towards a so-
lutionof problems which were com-
mon to both districts as industry mat-
ters.
In the month of May, California
Sardine. Export Association was organ-
ized under the provisions of the
Webb-Pomerene Act and every sardin·;!
canner' in California became a mem-
ber. vVe are reliably informed that
the California Sardine industry was
practically the 09ly one in the Un-
ited States orgamzed under this law
which was 100 per cent in its mem-
bership.
The Webb-Pomer~ne Act permits
American manufacturers to organize
for the purpose of maintaining prices
in export tr;;lde without becoming liable
to penalties prescribed for similar
trade. The Export Association, there-
fore, immediately upon its organiza-
tion fixed a minimum price at which
combinations dealing with domestic
sardines should he sold in; export
trade. The experience of the past
six months has shown, however, that
the time is not yet opportune for the
industry to endeavor to fix prices and,
consequently, dUring the past week
all attempted price regulation wa",
·When answering Advertisements 1l1ease men-tion CALIFORNIA FISHERIES
November 23,
Terminal Island,Telephone 3(,95.
Municipal Fish Wharf-San Pedro, California.
M. P. SUGLIAN, Secy.
Fisherman's Cooperative Association
MEMBERSHIP 6;; PURSE·SEINERS
Averagt~ S Men to Boat
Correspondence invited relative purchases
our members. Information gladly given
H. YOKOZEKI, Secretary.
Southern California
Japanese Fisherman's Association
MEMBERSHIP 361
Enterprising and without question loyal to
interests which it tends to serve
SAN PEDRO GROCERY AND SUPPLY CO.
NICK POBOR, Prop.
Whol('sa!er~ and Retailers of
IMPORTED AND DO;\1ESTIC GROCERIES. MEATS
CANNED GOODS. SHIP SU PPLIES
TC!cllltonc 1348. I\lunicipnl Wlto!cBllle Fisla Market
San Pedro, Cnlif.
Editor's Note:-The policies of the California
Publication has been well defined elsewhere in this
cation, and itis our desire to fight for fair play for
entire California commercial fisheries industry. We
personally acquainted with the personnel of the
Fish and Game Commission, as well as the
State Fish Exchange, and we can say they are
of folks, trying to do the right thing.
We feel sure that when this rnatter is called to
attention, some drastic action will come to pass.
fore, we are mailing marked copies to the entire
of both commissions, including the old man upstairs,
has the real say so. Vve will send you over some
copies and advise you to mail them to the police heads
your cities, as we are not up on police circles of late.
you do not get definite results within a reasonable length
time, let us know and we ,vill come over and
these undesirables, fishing and selling undersized
and we will give you a page under your own signature.
don't know of· any similar situation existing in any
food industry.
You are right, a law is a law, and commei'ciall ,:~~:~:;~j~
has been abused long enough. Let's pull this v
industry out of the mire and do something to credit
profession.
SERVICE FURNISHED ALL CLASS OF
·When you contract for space of anyldnd in this
cation, you receive expert first hand information of
fOl'llia's Fisheries Industry. We '''ill tell you frankly
will pay you to advertise in our journal. We don't
your money unless we can give you a run for it.. If
have salesmen, our office is their. We will put them
personal touclFwith prospec'dve customers, furnish
with all the information they desire, and will assist
in· making out a program to put over their obie"ti'ie,
without additional cost.
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Deplorable Condition Exists at Santa Monica
6
"Perhaps your publication can be of some service to us,
especially on matters that concern the very existence of
our business, as ,ve understand the laws of California
were made by the will and majority of the people.
"In Santa Monica and Ocean Park, a condition exists
that is outmgeous, to say the lease. We, the undersigned,
fish dealers are forced by the state and city laws to pay
various forms of taxes and licenses in order to operate
our business.
"vVe are sorry to state the California Fish and Game
Commission, and the California State Fish Exchange have
done nothing to alter the situation. Every day in the
year, undesirables, bums, moochers and what have you,
also boys between the ages of twelve to seventeen years,
deal in fish on the Santa Monica and Ocean Park IVlunici-
pal Piers. The boys fish on share basis on live bait boats,
also buy from sport boats, and sportsmen, then offer for
sale their wares at prices below commercial costs. Sev~
enty-five percent of fish sold by them to the public is
undersized and in every way illegal. The law says one
must be eighteen years of age to obtain a fishing license.
It also says he must have a license from the Cali-
fornia State Exchange, also the, city, before sales can be
made, and too, the law is very plain on undersized, illegal
fish. vVhy then, in the name of all that is just and right,
can we disregard the laY.ls of our state and refuse to
abide by a principle guaranteed every business in the
country?
Has Demoralizing Effect
vVe have thousands invested.' Our business is to help
feed the masses. 'Ve are regularly inspected. Our ad-
dress is permanent, we pay every form of license known,
but these elements run wild, by the hundreds, and for
some reason. Authorities at Santa lVIonica and Ocean Park
do not lift a hand, even though the above mentioned sell
their fish without license, without inspection, without re-
gard for economical commercial value, and without molest-
ation from anyone. The usual price for halibut or barracuda
is ten cents for the whole fish. Now can you picture the
expression on a woman's face, when after pa)ying that price,
she comes into our own market to purchase anotherfisb
and we tell her it is thirty-fivej cents per pound'! She
does not understand commercial values versus illegal boot-
legging. However, you can imagine the demoralizinl;'
effect upon DUI' business.
"The California Fish and Game Commission has done
nothing, although they have stationed a uniformed deput)'
in Santa Monica. The California State Fish Exchange
has done nothing. The city authorities will do nothing
as they say it is up to the above law enforcers. There
must be some redress, somewhere, and for God's sake,
try and help us!
"The unnecessary waste of fish caught by sportsmen
fishing on pleasure barges, is another wrong that should
be righted. During the summer months sportsmen catch
mOl'efish than the can consume, and ,ve have seen dozens
of' them, standing on the pier, selling fish at ten cents a
fish. Then if not all sold, they cast them a\vay.
"If a sportsman cannot be a sport enough to catch only
what he and his friends can eonsume, there should be
someone to make one of him-by law.
Signed:
H. 'V. McDonald, Prop. l\IcDonald Fish Co.,
Santa Monica, California.
P. L. Hines, P1'Op. Palace Fish Co.,
Santa Monica" California.
Fieg Bros., Props.. Plaza Fish Co.,
Ocean Park, California.
TR USTING toL UCI(
Section
San Diego
Protective Association
"VIThen visiting old:. San Francisco, do
not fail to get a real fish dinner at
Ladich Grill,. 545 Clay street, ImO\vn
as the original COLD DAY Restau-
rant, and here's how it came to have
this title. The name Heald Day" be-
came attached to the ,old lunch house
in an unique and interesting 'yay.
Alexander Bedlam and a number of
his political associates ,yere wont to
visit the restaurant at the famous
Wigwam."" At an exciting political bat-
tle in wh'ich Bedlam was victorious, he
remarked, "It's a cold day when I get
left." Soon after that memorable COE-
versation in 1882, Bedlam and the rest-
am'ant where he and friends so often
assembled became known to a slmdl
coterie as the lleold Day." So{i "nilr
did the name become fixed, that eVEry
one spoke of it as the "Cold Day,"
whereupon MI'. Tadiclt adopted thf~
name which has been current fol' ,1G
years.
They surely lmow how to cook fish.
No place in Los Angeles can dup1ica.t,~
the delicious fish entrees they pre-~
pare. Los Angeles certainly ner.:rl,c; a
few ClCold Day" restuurents.
SAN FRANCISCO-A GOOD
PLACE '1'0 EAT A FISH DINNER
Mr. Fred W. Schellin, President
Mr. E. J. Ghio, Secl'etray-Treasurer
Hardly wO:.lld a visit to San Dieg,)
seem real unless one spent at least
one hour with Mr. Schellin and 1\11'.
Ghio, heads of the above association.
They certainly have it well in hand,
and are working as smooth as a Rolls
Royce. There are 103 boats and 400
fishermen belonging to the association;
and a complete service fl1,l'nished from
.soup to nuts. Mr. Schellin is even
qualified to christen babes when th ~
parson is busy elsewhere.
The canners and fresh fish markets
have all the confidence in the world
in this association. A lot of time is
saved by all concerned by de ali n l?;
through an agency collectively.
We hope this association continues
to prosper and we will do all we can
to present its cause in the right light.
Every member of this association
will receive the California li'isherif's
publication.
Nothing is more gripping nor morc
realistic than the interviews in tbe
Fisherman's Ilumber, Dec. 7, 1928.
FISHERIESCALIFORNIA
San Diego
Fishermen's Association
above, which based upon the hazards
assumed is not costly.
The insurance companies a l' e not
malting a lot of money at the expense
of the fisherman. Entirely too often
does the insuring company find at the
end of the year that it has paid out
more money than it has received, and
sometimes rates of premium have to be
advanced in order to take care of the
ever increasing losses.
Too often is it true that the fishing
boat owner has all his life's earnings
tied up in his vessel and equipment.
Why risk the loss of it all in a fog,
or a fire, or a storm '1 Any of these
misfortunes can and do happen sud-
denly, and no amount of care or fore-
sight can avoid them; they are ever
present.
The prudent business man will not
tie up money in a stodt of merchan-
dise without insuring it against one of
these hazards alone: fire.
If you feared the bank would not
open tomorrow, you would not put
your savings in it today. Why, then,
Imt your money into a boat without
protecting the investment with insur·
ance?
:Ml.'. F. Buono, General :I\fanager
P. Crivello, Secretary
This organization is composed of 85
boats and approximately 350 fisher-
men for the sole purpose of looldng out
for the fishermen and their various
wants. The association gives a com-
plete sel'viceto their members. Sells
their catches, to canner or fresh fish
marlret. Collects and advances money.
Obtains Mexican fishing license, buys
oil, ice and practically every known
supply required.
Mr. Buono is a business man Qut of
the ordinary and his task is no easy
one, for man y conflicting problems
come up daily that must be handled
with tact.
From observations, this association
is successful as its members seem to
be completely satisfied with its master-
ful service. From time to time the a<;-
sociation, will publish articles under
Fishermen's Section of this journal.
Every member of this association 1m::;
subscribed to this publication for OlE':
year.
THE
Fisherman's
By H. DUKINFIELD
First of n series of articles 1I1lPcuring
under s:~nllttlre of l'Ifr. Dukinfield, well
kflown writer lind authority on commercial
fishing.
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eIiI Perhaps no business or occupation
l~i' contains so many elements of what is
~~i; termed IIluck" as does the business of0t: commercial fishing. Luck is certainly
I.t:ij not confined to the popular idea of the
Df experience of the amateur fisherman,
)11 for the commercial fisherman m u s t
h, contend with it in many and more va1'-
re led forms.
He must equip his vessel with all
the necessities involved for a prolong-
BS 1 ed trip: fuel, oil, provisions, bait, and
uri many other incidentals, all of which
ur,involve considerable outlay. He goes
forth not knowing what fate has in
',I store for him. 'Wind, rain, storms, may
j assail him.~sl Then too, only too often he locate'"
li~'l fish that is unwilling to take the bait,
lib'! ;l~~e ~~~h ~~lh ~~~:~~e ~: h~:~'~' tOA~~
.~~! if he succeeds in malong a good catch)
oul he must return to market with it, only
i#l too often to ..,find the price so low fo'r
the lond he has caught that his trip
has been a financial failure.
\Te, And, perhaps, he has suffered in-
jury to his vessel or his motor which
; involves him in expensive repairs and
1 delays. Perhaps he has lost a rudder,
i or his engine has broken down render-
, 'i ing navigation of ms boat impossible
i and he has to ask aid of the first avaii-
dg~ i able boat to tow him to the nearest
.,;,;-.' iport or safe anchorage.
i ,Or, perhaps, fire has broken out on
! his craft, either damaging or too often
! totally destroying it. Or he has been
!carried by wind, tide or storm on the
i beach or a shoal, or an uncharted or
I unknown rock has been struck.
,I< I Again, he may have been caught in
!a dense fog and, while proceeding how-
I ever cautiously, comes into collision
f. IWith another craft.
...;-: 'What wonder, then, that the com~
~ [lllercial fisherman has become so used
to the element of luck that the matter
of taking chances is as natural to him
as eating or drinldng?
, This habit of taldng chances too of-
Iten finds the fisherman and his vessel
ientirely without the protection of in-
surance: the one thing which he does
i not have to take chances with. For a
n'olUinal outlay lle can get llrotectioll
against the physical risks of the sea,
~ ,S°l1l.e of which have been outlined
8
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Tear me out.._ _.._ _ _.__ _ _ _ _ _ .'fear me out
California Fisheries,
Municipal Fish 'Vharf,
San Pedro, Calif.
Gentlemen:
Enclosed herewith find my check for $ _ __ _ _ , representing
................_ years subscription to your semi~monthly publication.
It is our understanding you are making a special rate of $2.95 until De:'
cember I, 1928, and after that time, the regular price of $3.50 per year
J)revnils.
present making minor adjustments td
their machinery.
K. Hovden Company have completed
installing their new exhaustequipme!it
:::~s ~~::ko:n~e:;il~v::~,.in operation o~
Lamparofishermen report a scarcit~
of sardines in the bay although weatli8
er conditions at this time are good.
Hand-line fishermen have made but
few deliveries during the week, whil;~
abalones have been scarce during tl1e
whole month. ~
Monterey Bay Fisheries
The extent of this season's fl'shirt!£
activity at :l\'Ionterey ,and Santa qrq~
is revealed by figures that show a to~~1
cat~h of all varieties of fish for the
months of September and November?~
8'J,4fJ5,G50 pounds. This figure inc1udeil
84,027,72H pounds of sardines which
were delivei'ed to the nine canneries
and a fish flour plant at :MontereY;
\vhile the remaining 1,467,021 pounq~
were ether varieties of fish delivered·. to
markets at Santa Cruz and MontereV.
Aside from the catch of sardines d,~f
livered to the canneriesJ rockfish dorn~
Inated the market catch with 504,001
pounds, while 'abalone deliveries \ve~
second for the two months with 45pd
025 pounds. The supply of mac1rer,mJ
which remains fairly constant during
the fall season at Monterey amounted
to 302,322 pounds.
(Monterey Supplementary, S p e c iri.1
wire to The California Fisheries.)
Rockfish 54,175 poundsj mackerel l
35,030 pounds majority past two weeks.
Monterey, Santa Cruz, 1010 tons Sal'-
dines received last week; no sardin:es
today; Weather warm.
Newport Beach Activities
John Horman reporting
Very few smelts being dragged or
the beach. Some mackerel coming in
and a few rock bass; otherwise thei~l
is nothing of interest. Fish very, vel'S
scarce and prices high. ConditioIlE
promised brighter next week
San Diego Activities
Joe Camillo reporting
Very few. lobsters coming in; hig1
priced, scarce, should be plenty Dec
15. All fish scarce, with a poor mar
kef; prices high. Weather rough,,?~t
side ,swells. Outlook better for';p~~·
\veek. Canners' working part time
Tuna light from.' :Mexico. '
Santa Barbara Activities
U.. Larco reporting
We received some lri.rge· soles ant
some halibut., What l()hsterswe~rE
getting are. very high. pricetl, and,i'
looks~s thought~ene~t t\~o",~elr!
will be much better',VitlY' a F?re P.l~Il
tiful supply.. Nothing ~lse, of intere~t
(Continued on Page'12)
arrivals gro1md fish, with pas sib I y
heavier volume of striped bass on the
Sacramento River. Rock cod arrivalE
probably light on account of crab
prices, and only a few specially equip-
ped roell: cod boats will operate for
rock cocl.
A. Paladini, Inc., just I' e c e n t I y
launched a fishing trawler, "Catherine
Paladini." Western California Fish
Company have just recently launched
a new fishing trawler. The San Fran-
cisco International Fish Company ha;,;
recently acquired dockspace at Mar-
tinez, California.
San Pedro Activities
Up to, and inclUding November 22ml,
figures taken over a period of two
weeks, show that there has been lefis
than 40 tons of barracuda landed at
the San Pedro Fish Wharf. There has
been a little of most every variety fa w
miliar to these parts, while ground fish
is coming in greater volume than the
latter mentioned.
AU varieties are bringing high prk·
es on account of scarcity. :Mexican sea
bass is beginning to come in in volume
and lis quickly absorbed by the mar-
kets. A few sword fish landed this
week, bringing record pricos. Weather
fine expect good landing next weel,.
Spot fin and carbina now running.
Monterey Activities
R. F. Classic reporting
Plants: Up to and including Novem-
ber 15th, the Monterey plants received
1155 tons of sardines. This catch is
fair considering the time of year and
weather conditions, although far below
the catch of the previous three months.
The sale of canned goods has been bet-
ter during the month and packers are
putting up good packs.
The new Del Mar Canning company
have received their first sardines on
the .tenth of this month, and are at
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___S_tate - Wide Market Repor._ts_.__==r8l__
San Francisco, California,
Thursday IVlorning, Nov. 22nd, IH28.
Heport of Bryce B. Florence, Secre-
tary, Northern California Fisheries
Company, for Northern California.
Drag-boat fish, (sales, san dab s,
flounders) catch very light. Ten setf;
of boats operating from Point Reyee,;
to Santa Cruz. Heavy ground swells,
the boats nat averaging more than fif-
teen and twenty strap· boxes daily.
( S t I' a p boxes approximately 1511
pounds, net weight.) Eureka halibut
closed November 15. All the fish be-
ing received, small amount of black
cod and fair quantity of crabs (crab"
talren in vicinity of Eureka not per-
mitted to be shipped out of Fish and
Game District one and one-half). Fort
Bragg, Shelter Cove stations closed;
Sacramento River season opened No-
vember 15. Striped bass, spring salm-
on, fall salmon, dog salmon, catfish,
carp and pike bringing record prices;
fishermen obtaining unusually hi g h
market. Prices for the week ending
November 24th, the same, with the e.x-
ception of small bass, large bass and
spring salmon, which have taken a jump
on an average of 3c per pound. Lit-
tle 01' no fi:3h being taken on the Sac-
ramento river, which is not unusual for
this time of the year. Local crab sea-
son opened November 15th. Crab Fish-
ermen's Protective Association report:::
a good catch, however, bait not so
abundant, but fairly plentiful. Open~
ing prices to Crab Fishermen's Pro-
tective Association on crabs were $2.55
per dozen. Crabs of good quality for
this time of year.
All fish received finding ready mar-
ket and satisfactory prices on account
of scarcity.
I·Ieavy ground swells all along ocean
coast from Eureka to Monterey, other-
wise weather fair.
Prospects next weeIr, expect heavier
;"J
Illi
"':
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LOS ANGELES FISH and OYSTER CO.
Make Great Strides During the Year
By A FISHER-MAN
9
(Continued on PagelS)
ern and soutll~rn),: se,~er~l::,species of
clams, lobsters, California and Olympia
oysters, Red Cross bmnd of New Yorle
counts, fillets, swordfish, turtles, East-
ern white fish, tongues and sounds,
shore pac Ie e d salt mackerel, smoked
salmon, albacore and black cod, lcod:;-
koole codfish and others too numerous
to mention.
uThe size of an order is no prob-,
lern with us. vVe have systematized
our shipping department to handle or-
ders from ten pounds to ten tons and
give it real service. Our del i vel' y
trucks cover all of Los Angeles county
seveml times each day. Our doors
open at 5 :30 every morning, and we
usually close at G P.M. We have just
installed a telephone exchange system
which expedites incoming telephone calls
so that our multitude of customers will
-J]ot be delayed. There are at all time~
three order clerks and by calling Los
Angeles, Trinity 5031, or San Pedro
520, our customers will immediately
dismiss fish l'equirementsfrom;dheir
minds. We are now handling over fiv~
hundred customers, and a m a ng th\~
class of business we serve, will be
found wholesalers of fish, retailers, ho-
tels, restaurants, butcher shops; insti-
tutions' and grocery stores.
"In k e e pin g with our· mushroom
growth, we e m pia' y e d IVIr. S. M.
Cohn, foymel'1y manager of the F. E.
Booth Co., Los Angeles Branch, anli
other large fisheries companies of the
west.· 1\'11'. Cohn lmo\vs· the game, for
this is his twenty-fifth year, and Ii
great deal of our present s u c c e s s
can be attributed to him, as my ever
able assistant. We also have Mr.
'Villiam J. Carlisle, as auditor and
credit manager. 1\11\- Carlisle is well
known to the tmde- of Southern Cali-
£omia, inasmuch as he was connected
with Young's lHarket Company f 'J'::
years. With this personnel line-up, and
with my partner, Joe Giosue Di Massa
handling the San .Pedro plant, myself
the Los Angeles plant, we are in as
good a position-to serve the trade a.,;
any other fish company."
Mr. Deluca then tells us s~mething
about the i!ldustry as a whole. Re~
gal'ding advertising, he said:
Need Educational Campaign
uI would like to see some kind or [In
educational campaign, featuring th2
various ways to prepare and handle
fish, started. The American housewife-
would buy more fish if she understood
its value. Tn this age 0:£ advertising,
JACK DELUCA
Los Angeles Fish and Oyster Co.
our Los Angeles plant is used as the
merchandising end of the business. AI··
though we ship several thousands of
pounds daily from our San P e d l' ,)
plant, to the wholesale markets of the
Southwest, in Los Angeles we also
stock in volume almost every lund of
fish and fish specialties lmown. We
handle fish from the Atlantic, Great
Lakes and Gulf of Lower California.
Handle Many Varieties
UTa give you an idea of the variou.;;
varieties we always have in stock, [
will name a few of our supreme spec-
ialties: Frog legs, scallops, haddies;
green and cooked shrimps (both north-
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It was our pleasure to have spent
practically one whole day with Jack
Deluca, one of the owners of the
Los Angeles Fish and Oyster Com-
pany. Much information was gained
from this successful fresh fish mer-
chandiser, which we are passing along
to the industry. During our interview
with Mr. Deluca, he said:
. "You lmow, I came from a family
of fishermen, and for nineteen years I
fished with my father in the southern
waters of California. Naturally I feel
somewhat born into the fresh fish
industry of California, and have great
ambitions for the future and success
of our industry.
"Two years ago I bought into the
firm of The Los Angeles Fish and Oy·
ster Company, San Pedro, California,
and at that time, the business was
owned and IJperated by my partner, Mr.
JoeGiosue Di Massa. We conceived
the idea of opening our present Los
Angeles house at 739 Kohler street,
to serve our Los Angeles trade in a
. more uniform method, we did not can·
template the meteoric expansion that
has taken place. It is astounding the
amount of business we handle and still
are able to give it our personal super-
vision.
"Our business has grown so that we
were forced to add fifteen hundreri
square feet to .. our refrigerators. We
have just installed a new five ton arc-
tic plant and now ou'r total storage
capacity is two hundred tons. Our chill
rooms can accommodate fifty ton s
more, and we now operate nine trucks
and employ twenty expert fish work-
ers.
"We use the San Pedro plant as a
receiving station, contracting and buy-
ing direct from the fishermen, while
il1(1
are
it
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FRESH FISH SECTION
Now Comes Horse Meat!! MONTEREY
Mr. T. Hamaguchi, proprietor of tl1~
Central California Fish Co., Monterey,
conducts an up-to-the-minute mam:jI
fadm·ing plant, turning out all ldnd:~
of abalone 3hell souvenirs. They also
polish the whole shell which gives It
the varied colors of the rainbow. E,;-~
ery fish market should have a fev,,.. of
these polished shells around, as the)
would give their shop a more mal'i#(
appearance and besides thpy are Y1i)~
expensive. The Central Calif(1rriif
Fish Co. also ships all kinds of fisf
characteristic to Monterey Bay.
(Special to California Fisheries)
I. Taldgawa, president and general
manager of the Pacific Mutual Fish
Co., Inc., Monterey, California, stateS
abalones will be rather scarce this sea~
son; in fact, the production is nov~'
50% under normal and unless some un..
forseen thing happens, present price~
will undoubtedly advance. Mr. TakE
gawa also stated there is an ever in~
creasing demand for abalonesteakE, 3S.
well as the shell. His company is mak:"
ing pro rata delivery and' doing their
best to satisfy the trade.
There are now eight boats' equippe~
for abalone diving, working out .~.~..
l\'Ionterey. Each boat usually carries
a crew of flve men. l\Iost of the dhr ,
ing is done between San Simon and
Monterey.
WE WILL PUBLISH
LETTERS OR ARTICI.E
Provided, if in our oplmon, the
will benefit the iiulustl'Y as a wholl
we will publish letters 01' article'
When letters or articles are publishe(
they will not necessarily imply aU
sanction as to their contents; A
must be signed full name and aC
dress.
Van Camp's organization, San Diego
California,shippers of all kinds OJ
fresh fish and lobsters, report ship
ping to Eo s ton ,and New York~ll(
local territory, over one thous~m(
swordfish this season. The fish aver
age 350 to400 pounds each. The nlat
ket has been good and returns satis
factory.
Mr. Camillo, manager of Van Camp':
San Diego branch, predicts a fair lob
ster sea son which has just openec;
Mr. Camillo is an old timer in· th
fish game and certainly understand
what it is all about.
ally do not understand your products.
The retail handlers of fish do not seem
to be iJroud of the fact, and so few
connected with the 'industry have a
good word to say for it. How do you
expect to grow and prosper if your
business is not taken seriously'f Some
one of you must eventually appreciate
the greatest salesman of them all-
advertisement. Why not try and starve
out the horsemcat? In a case of fam-
ine, this might be pardonable, but not
in this wonderful country of ours,
where there is plenty and an o~erpro­
duction.
Why, how can an entirely new fOOfI
to the American people find favor- on
the face of what I h a v e explained
above '? In aU my travels and exper-
iences, I can truthfully state, the -fish
business in California is the most di~­
organized and unpopular of all. You
should adopt as a slogan:
"GUESS WHAT I SELL!"
SAN DIEGO NEWS
Mr. Cohen, of Cohen & Hoph:ins.
Inc., San Diego, California, packers of
tuna, sardines and mackerel, report a
very successful year.
While the writer was visiting 1\'11'.
Cohen a few days ago, they loaded
out two solid cars of mackerel, bound
for the Orient, via San Francisco.
They have packed over thirty thousand
cases of mackerel already this year,
and :Mr. Cohen is wearing a $100,000
smile.
Swordfish
By J. R. K.
An industry still in its infancy ha:;
recently started in Southern California.
I refer to that of !';wordfishing com-
mercially. Heretofore, no one but the
rich an g I e l' s bother their head:;
about swordfh;h, and they, only fOl'
the sport it offered.
The tables have turned now, as
within the last few months, a Ilum-
bel' of San Pedro fishermen have been
bringing these monsters in regularly
and finding a ready market at a gODd
price.
This class of fish is eagerly sought
for on the Eastern coast and art; he-
coming scarce there, because of having
been fished for for many years. Y \lU
can no"v fmd swordfish steaks fot' sale
in all the first class markets in Los
Angeles and other California cities.
HORSES GO WAY
OF COW'S FLESH
Oregon Butchers Offering Wild
Equine Steaks for
Sale Cheap
Portland, Oregon, October
29th. (AP) Wild forse meat,
which hitherto has found a
ready market in Europe, is
being sold at a public market
here at a price a little less
than half of that asked for
beef.
Wild h a l' s e s are brought
from the open spaces of East-
ern Oregon, Washington and
P:l!ts of Idaho and Montana in
carload lots to be slaughtered.
Now I ask you: I!id you ever dream
the dear old United States would come
to horse meat? It's a fact but so un-
necessary and far fetched, disregarding
the well known fact that beef is alarIDM
ingly scarce, and high priced and no
doubt will continue to be.
You people of the fish world now
have a golden opportunity to come in-
to your own and what I can see of
California Commercial Fisheries, there
is room for plenty of advertising and
general house cleaning. The l' e e.xists
an over supply of hoth canned and fresh
fish, and no one is doing any advertis-
ing, except in a small way by a few
canners.
The fresh fish boys seem to be dor-
mant and uncommunicative as :far as
letting the world lmow what they have
to offer. Why not make an effort re-
gardless of how small it is, to get into
the spotlight? It is absolutely absurd
to eat horse meat when there is all this
delicious fish to offer. But why keep
it a secret? I believe your California
fish is the finest and best flavored fish I
have ever eaten. You have quality al'.d
variety that is not enjoyed by any
other part of the world. The great
trouble with your industry seems to
lie with the canners and fresh fish
distributors not having a progressive
understanding, and too much jealousy.
The spirit of let the other fellow do it
seems to be contagious. In practically
every other food industry there is some
sort of collective advertising, but even
right here in California, people gener-
BY GEORGE H. RASMUSSEN
(Internationally Known Food
Economist)
Just the other day, this appeared in
the Los Angeles Times:
;,'
."
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That First Step
(Continued from Page 3)
tion. The regular rate is $3.50 but we
arc knocking off 55c in order to get
this publication in your hands. At
this w r i tin g there are over three
thousand paid up subscriptions. We
hope to be able to guarantee five
thousand within thirty days. "Do your
stulL"
SOUNDING THE "KEYNOTE"
Does California's Commercial Fish-
eries Interc5ts want our Association?
Most assuredly, yes, and how!
Possibly every fishing boat owner,
canner and wholesale fish- dealer whom
\\1C have intervie1,vcd, took a dirty dig-
at the California Fish and Game
Commission. Never have \ve found
anyone of the above interests satis-
fied in the least. A thousand theories
were advanced why this and that
should be corrected; we could write
from now to Doom's day and not tell
the whole story.
The California Fish and Game Com-
mission is composed of human be-
"tings, although they are not considereu
" so of late.
WHAT IS WRONG?
Only one thing. They are not serv-
ing the commercial interest to the sat-
isfaction of the same. Why? Be-
cause they follow the lines of least re-
sistance, even as you and I. The
sportsman element controls. Two-thirds
of the revenue comes from the sports-
man. The commission being political,
like all our commissions, i£. must obey
orders and headquarters happens to be
the dozens of sportsmen's associa-
tions throughout the State. They are
organized and take it from us they
have no trouble putting through :l
program as there is always plenty oi
money at ham!. So when we, as Com-
mercial Fisheries, take a fall out of
the Fish and Game Commission, we are
not in the least antagonizing them. For
they do not recognize us as anything
to lose a moment's sleep over.
It is just like pouring water on a
duck's back. We can yell our fool
heads ofr for all the good it may df)
Us. Ah! But llsten! Suppose we we rIO'
united as a Rolid front, through the
medium of a state-wide association,
composed of every branch of commer.::-
cial fishing, contained in one unit;
representing the millions upon millioi1~
invested in our food producin/l; ele-
ments. The story would he entirely
different, then. Oh, so different!
StrUm with Organization
Nothing can succeed like organiza~
Lion. It means the concensus of op-
inion. The wants of the whole, all
amalgamated under one leadership.
The voice of the industry calls for rea-
son, in fact, demands it and is justi-
fied in 50 doing. But wh.lt can uny
one individual do '! Under au l' dis-
organized "dog-eat-dog" system, W0
venture to say, right here, there never
was a more chaotic condition exist-
ing than in the fish industry of Cali··
Lornia.
Canning interests are no better off
than the fresh fish people as far '-1\'.
general harmony is concerned. In our
greed for the almighty dollar, we for·
get the octopus that is surely crushing
our best interests.
The sportsman is cloaked behind the
phraze, "Conservation of Fish and
Game." There is no such thing u.s
conservation in the term used. Whil0
there is a limit to m 0 s t anything,
there is no limit to the so term e d
"sportsmen" who can and do partici-
pate in a process of elimination as
sure as night follows day.
Fqr instance, we have an individual
limit on striped bass, but we have no
limit on sportsmen's fishing for them.
Do not get us wrong. We are not
against the greatest of outdoor sports,
fishing and hunting. We, ourselves.
like to do those things. But we are
against one element conflicting with
another to the 'serious disadvantage of
the one. The same as we have today
in our fight for existence against a
misinformed majority controlling the
Califomia Fish and Game Commis-
sion.
There is positively no reason for
conflict between the sportsmen and
commercial element of our State. Th~
object of each is so vastly different.
Now here is a complete example of
how all. these joke bills, and propagan-
da, gather momentum.
There arc many millionaire anglers
owing $100,000 yachts, who try their
hand at sword fishing each year, and
it is by the merest accident that they
land even one. Now, on the other
hand. They happen to see a commerciftl
boat with four or five swordfish. They
throw up their hands in horror and
the natural cry is "Depleting the
supply." Right away they run to the
nearest angler's club and the tale of
woe is unfolded, or rather, they at-
tribute their unsuccessful attempt at
sword fishing, due only to one thing-
commercial fishermen catching them
all. The strong tentacle of the octo-
pus co-ordinates with all the rest to
help through a bill eliminating the
commercial boat.
TO HELL WITH FACTS!
The facts of the case make IitUe
di/Terence. The sportsmen's organiza-
tion usually has no opposition. The
commercial man is not represented,
with the result that a bill is passed
which takes away food from the peo-
ple, simply to please the ·whims of a
pleasure loving angler. It is just a
burlesque on the truth. The sports-
man did not stop to figure the sword-
fish came out of the ocean and most
oceans are pretty big. He did not
dwell on facts as to where the fish
spawned, etc.
Whereas, if the fisheries organiza~
tion called to task the proposed bill
by reciting that swordfish were migra-
tory, no one Imo1,vs for sure where they
spawn, and the smallest ever caught
in California waters weighed not less
than 100 pounds; and it is only char-
acteristic of California waters at cer-
tain intervals-an international fish as
it 1,vere-catch it now for food, for
tomorrow you lenow not where it will
be, . or why. Swordfish ate no di-:-
ferent from dozens of other fish witl1.
a commercial value. The only diff"::!r-
ence is, that the sportsmen have the
mailed fist, q.nd their total ignoran.::~
to reason is encouraged by their or-
ganized power.
Now, I ask you, 1,vhy cuss the fish
and game commission, when we our-
selves are to blame for these< un-
healthy conditions? In the "State of
California, today, we have only one
man capable, big enough and experi-
enced enough to head our unified asso-
ciation. You also know his record.
MONTEREY BAY
(Special)
At this time of the year freslt :fish
is more or less at a standstill, with
hardly anything doing. l\:Iost of the
dealers are g row 1i n g about this anll
that. You see, during the scn:nler
season they are swamped and n<1tnrally
get in the habit of worlung. But
when Fall comes a long, they so"~ of
go stale on work. Outside of the
above condition, we find them a pro-
gressive, pleasant lot, eager for iJUsi·
ness and anxious to have all outsidl~
shippers quote them on salmon, halibut,
barracuda, sea bass, tuna, yellowtail,
lobsters, etc. They produce plenty of j
sole, santI dabs, rock cod, mackerel,
smelts, etc., at this time, and as
above indicated, they can use consid-
erable outside fish.
The two progressive independrmt
dealers are the Pacific Mutual Co., Inc.,
and the Central Califol'l1ia Fish Co.
rrhere are also several branch house,~,
such as Booth, A. Paladini, Interna-
tional, We 5 t ern California and the
Standard Fisheries, all with head of·
fices in San Francisco.
Inside story of the boys who produce
the fish, Friday, Dec. 7, 1928.
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RETAILERS OF LOBSTERS,
TAKE NOTE
quick freezing systems are particularI:r
adaptable to the freezing of fillets by
reason of equal or better economy ill
operation and equal capacity with the
sharp freezer. The sharp freezers of
the regular cold Istorage plants, how-
ever, are the more economical to usc.
in the freezing of round fish, and due
to the interest of the industry in bet-
ter methods of refrigeration the qual-
ity of fish frozen in the round has
improved greatly in the :1 a s t few
years.
There will always be a use andnced
for lfirst class storage plants in the.
fishing industry. The quick freezing
systems, though at present limited ill
number, and freezing but a small ratio
of the total production of fillets, will,
it is believed, become in time one of
the most important factors in the in::':
dustrYi at least to that portion of the
industry engaged in marketing fillets.
Frozen fillets can be trade marked,
guaranteed; their shipping weight i!#
25% less, as no ice is needed. Surplus
catches can be frozen and held in their
cold rooms and sold at times of scare":
ity.
A new and vast market in the morli
remote sections of the Atlantic Sea::':
board and in the Middle West States
has hardly been touched by the pres..
ent producers of frozen fillets. It
seems that with these advantages th~
frozen fillet business will expand :is
rapidly as the fresh fillet business has
already.
Progress Made by Eastern
Fresh Fish Industry
(Continued from Page 4)
repairs.
Canners are now beginning to pack
sardines. For past week, each one
has been receiving a fair lot. Also
there is tuna coming in from Mexico.
Outside of the above, there is nothing
of importance to mention, except there
will be a detailed, statistical report in
the next issue.
California Packing Corporation at
Terminal Island building new office ac-
comodations.
Franco-Italian Co., also G e n era I
Fisheries, are still packing mackerel.
Halfhill Co. is now equipped to pack
mackerel and has one of the best
equipped plants yet perfected to pack
this variety of fish.
Sacramento Activities
J\.Teredith Fish Co. reporting
Very little activity here at the pres-
ent time. Catfish, striped bass; etc..
very scarce and it is a hard proposi-
tion to fill standing orders. Willre-
port more in detail later. Weather fine.
Long Beach Activities
Italian Food Products reports all
their cutters went on a strike Monday.
Left tanks full of sardines, however,
we are pleased to report the trouble is
fixed up now.
THE CALIFORNIA FISHERIES
conducted experiments in freezing fish.
From these experiments have come
three methods of quick freezing fish.
All three of these systems are basic-
ally the same. They all use calcium
chloride brine as a freezing agent, but How many of your customers knmv
do not immerse the fish directly in that the lobsters should be broiled
the brine, but use some sort of a pan with the head on? Tell them it ad.:ls
or belt as an intermediary. With all to the 100k3, flavor and quality, and
of these systems it is possible to that there is much sweet meat in the
freeze fresh fillets in from 40 to 50 two front feelers and legs. A com~
minutes as against 8 to 12 hours re- man nut cracker will do the job.
quired in the sharp freezer and the re- ----------
sultant product when defrosted cannot Fisherman's Number comes out Fr:..
be told from the fresh article. . These day, December 7, 1928.
----------------,
Market Reports
(Continued from Page 8)
Stocldon Activities
P. Busalacchi reporting
CatHsh and striped bass bring good
prices. Catfish heavy, bass scarce, sal-
mon light. Predict good week nhead.
Weather fair. Prices firm.
Santa Monica Activities
Dick MacDonald reporting
Nothing of interest to report from
Santa Monica, only fish very scarce
and high. Will make a detailed re-
port later.
Santa Cruz Activities
Special to California Fisheries from
Santa Cruz. C. Stagnaro reporting.
Sale 65 tons, sandab 5 tons, flounder
1 ton, crabs 700 dozen, rock cod scarce,
black cod 4 tons. Market fisermen re-
ceiving good prices on fish and crabs;
local market also good. Weather good
with a little ground swell. Market
looks good for coming weeki big de-
mand for fish and crabs. Number of
fishermen sick with the fIll. Also deal-
ers. San Francisco Fish Companies
trawlers fishing for sole and sandab orr"
Santa Cruz catches very good; bring
catch to Santa Cruz where they are
loaded on fish company trucks and
hauled to their respective San Fran-
cisco: markets.
San Luis Obispo Activities
Special wire to The California Fish-
eries, L. M. Bowlus reporting.
No fish received last two weeks, ac-
count rough seas. Local market good.
vVeather fair and pleasant. With calm-
er seas for the ;next few days we
should have some fairly good catch~.'3
of rock cod, sole and halibut. Smelt
fishermen preparing for a run of her-
ring and jacks at Morro Bay. Avila
fishermen tied up past two weeks, im-
possible to get out losing all their
skiffs.
Terminal Island and \Yilmington
Activities
Franco-Italian had fire their reduc-
tion plant, not bad, now undergoing
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Los Angeles Fish and Oyster
Co. Make Great Strides
(Continued from Page 0)
I have yet to see a single California
fresh fish advertisement. This is dU!.~
probably to a lack of co-operation in
the industry, which should be brought
,about by your publication, liThe Cali-
fornia Fisheries."
HIn California waters, there are over
fifty varieties of eatable sea foods, and
possibly on"e consumer out of one h!.ln-
dred, lmows of no more than five. There
are many delightful ways to prepare
California sea foods, which are consid.,
ereel by epicures to be the finest flavor
and texture known. Being a connois-
suer of sea foods myself, I would be
pleased to have any consumer whether
one of my customers or not, call Trin-
ity 5031, at any time, and I shall be
glad to suggest any number of entic-
ing methods to prepare sea foods, ()r if
they prefer to drive around to our Los
Angeles address, 739 Kohler Street, I
will take them through our plant and
advise them in every way possible.
HIn this manner, eventually we can
increase the sale offish, and at thp.
same time cut the cost of living, for
fish is really cheaper than meat, and
if prepared right, is healthier and
more delicious.
"The fishing industry of Californta is
our fourth industry. Being surpassed
by hay and citrous fruits. Take in our
business, for instance. It requires ap--
proximately one hundred fishing boats:
to furnish the fish \ve distribute. Each
boat will average five fishermen, and
each fisherman usually has five depend-
en ts, so one, can readily see there are
some twenty-five hundred persons de-
pending upon our business, and we are
only' one among many distributors.
Pioneer S,wordfish Trade
About five years ago, swordfish was
not considered a marketable fish hi.
California, and by encouraging t.h e
trade to try it, taldng our loss through
pioneering (in which all fish dealer.'5
hud a hand). the consumer has, over
night, a'ccepted this fish as the turkey
of ,the sea. It is so entirely differ-
ent. The meat is white, free: from
strong odor" and flavor, and t 0 day
s\vordfish sells at a premium, over all
other white-meated fish. The sam e
thing can be accomplished with other
kinds of sea food, by intelligent pre-
sentation, clean handling and honest
effort to benefit the industry.
II'While a certain amount of fish from
outside of the State will always be
handled, the industry needs more hon-
est boosters for California fish. At
this time, there is an overproduction
of California fish and every dealer
should discourage the handling of fish
shipped into our State. California fish
is weeks fresher than fish shipped ill,
and as formerly stated, far more de-
licious. We are on the threshold of a
great boom, and it is up to us ttl brlJ.:~r
the opportunity to take advantage of
thing3 at home first, before entcrpl'i..·-
ing and larger and more experience~l
fish shipping concerns engulf us with
their products. We have many varie-
ties: of fish which will fillet and it
seems that the consumer wants his fish
cleaned free from waste, so I predict
it will only be a matter of some five
years before practically 80% of all
fish will be sold cleaned, or rather fille-
ted reany for the pan or oven.
"Fishing Smaclt Brand"
HWe have just applied for registra-
tion of a trade mark to be lrnown as
llFishing Smack Brand," and a· great
majority of our products will appear
with this brand 'upon them, whether in
package, or wrapped in parchment pa-
per.
'liThe public has the wrong impres-
sion about frozen fish. In my opinion,
freezing of a fish benefits instead of
harms. Of course, fish must be frozen
when fresh and consumed within a
short time' after being thawed out.
Therefore, it is prudent to sell frozen
fish to the dealer in small quantiti~s so
stocks will turn over faster. The day,.;
of experimentation are over, as to the
feasibility of selling frozen fish. Sup-
ply and demand still govern, and we
have many weeks here in California
where it is not possible to gpt :re£1h
fish on account of storms and other
hazards at the fishing grounds., There-
fore it is matter of necessity to en-
courage the sale of frozen fish.
"Taking everything into considera-
tion, I feel that the industry will en-
joy a prosperous year for 1929 and we
take our pledge along with the rest of
our friends and competitors, to do all
we can to assist your publication. We
do hope your mission will be fulfilled,
and we are going to advise all of our
customers to subscribe for it, for we
feel it will be a means of helping
them sell more fish and keep them" ad-
vised as to the truthful condition of
our large industry.
Say It With Cash
"You say the subscription price is
$3.50 per year, and the magazine is
published every first and third Fri-
day of each month, but in order to
get your publication in the hands at
the trade, you are malting a spec-,
. iul introductory price of $2.95 for
the first year. I believe anyone sub-
scribing for this valuable organ will
receive that much the first month. To
show how much I believe in it, we
will issue our check for twenty sub-
scriptions so that all of our employes
will receive it.
"In behalf of our company and my'.
sdf, I wish you all the success in
the world for a better understanding
01 the California fishing world."
~00W>000~00<M>00*~Y00~'~
·!-;.,;:"";;;ZerieO I;
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Organization, Inc.
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Mnnicipal Wharf, Monterey, C\,lif.
S. CL\MINCINO, Pres. A. FARINA, Seey.
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of the population of the United States
are by instinct, fish consumers 1 That
forty per cent eat fish only once a
week on account of religious dictateD.
and fifty-five per cent eat less than
Ilve pounds each per year of all ldnd~
of canned or fresh fish '?
Do you know fish retails on an aiT-
erage of twenty-five per cent mor~
than meat or meat products '! Do you
know thirty per cent of the people
actually believe certain varieties (yE
California fish are poisonous? Do yon
Imow fish is more healthy and nutI·i,-
tious than meat?
Do you know the average consumer
in California only lrnows five val'ietes
of fish, viz: Tuna, sardines, halibut,
salmon and barracuda? Halibut and
salmon come from the northwest and
spends the greater part of its good-
ness traveling. Do you kno\v Califor-
nia fish is fresher and more nutritiouti
for California consumers, and. there
are over thirty marketable varieties?
Do you lmnw there is an over-pro~
duction of California canned fish be·
cause California packers advertise only
in a small way? Do you know that
William VVrigley spends more adver~
tising a five-cent package of gum hi
two years than the entire total pack
of all California canneries put together
£01' one calendar year'f
Do you know California is the larg~
est fish receiving state in the Union?
Do you lmow that California sardines;
~anned with care, are very delicious
and satisfactory as to price? Do you
lmow the canners (except a few) have
killed the goose that laid the golden
egg, in their greed for money. by
blindly packing fish 1
Do you lrnow that a fresh fish is
better frozen-if frozen right-to eat;
than fresh from the water 1 Freezing
takes away that strong fishy smell
and flavor. ,vhich means so much in
the fish world '? Do you know that
there is only one retail dealer out of
thirty-five that lmows how to handle
fresh fish 1
Do you know there is only one
butcher shop dealer in a hundred that
likes to handle fish 1 Do you lmow
who is responsible for this condition?
None other than the producers.
Do you know the fish business should
be a respectable, honorable industry,
even if our readers don't thinl\: so '?
WE DO, and pledge our power to do
everything we can to lift this industry
out of the mire and put it on par
\vith other California natural products.
We have a big job ahead of us and
it will take plenty of ink and guts.
orable or unfavorable ~o the industl'Y.
Six: Because it is positively against
the present set up of sportsmen dom-
inating the California Fish and Game
Commission. There must be at If'.ast
one man who really understands and
who is actually experienced in conl-
mercial fisheries, appointed on tile
Board of Commissioners next tprm. in-
asmuch as the commissian derives con-
siderable of its revenue :from a com-
mercial standpoint.
Seven: Because it is against favor-
itism being shown sportsmen at vn1'ious
beach cities: viz., catching and selling
of undersized fish; catching more fish
than can be consumed, then dumping
what cannot be sold or used. all of
which tends to demoralize the fresh
fish industry.
Eight: It is in favor of an appro-
priation being made by the Fish anrl
Game Commission to establish a bOfln-
ty on seals and sea lion scalps in order
to destroy commercial fisheries' great-
est enemy.
Nine: Because it is in favor of the
California State Fish Exchange ap-
plying every dollar collected by' said
agency (except operating exp,jnses) to
the purpose for which it was estah-
Iished, viz., through advel'tismg, pub-
licity and other means of edueating
the consumer, to have a bo::-tter under-
standing of California fish. Al30 ways
and methods to prepare fame, am! in-
stead of accumulating :l fuml dt the
expense of the industry. tLl divert to
other purposes. In other words, there
should be a committee of commercial
fisheries men, appointed to meet with
the State Fish Exchange heads, to de-
vise the best methods of spending the
money.
Ten: Because it is high time that
the industry lets its wishes be lmown
Commercial fisheries is California's
fourth 'largest food industry and hen'-
tofore there has been no co-ordination,
so to speak, but from now on. the
California Fisheries publication is wide
open for the exclusive use of the in-
dustry and its usefulness and limita-
tions depends entirely on the support
of Commercial Fisheries of California.
WHAT ABOUT THE CONSUMER?
While you are busy canning and
shipping fresh fish, do you ever hesitate
a moment and wonder who is eventu-
ally 'going to consume your products?
The great masses of American people,
of course.· Do you lmow that the fish
industry is the least advertised and
co-ordinated of all Califol1lia major
resources?
Do you know only five per c e n t
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Why
This Publication?
BY M. W. ELEY, PUBLISHER
Having been actively engaged in all
phases of California commercial fish-
eries for the past nine years, as on(~
of the few men in the state who has
served the industry in the following
capacities: Canning; national sales
work; merchandising fresh fish and ac-
tive research. Therefore, I should b~
qualified to fight the battles of our
commercial fiseries with first hand un-
derstanding jf the real situation.
This being the first number, there
will no doubt be a few criticisms. I
had my troubles starting this publi-
cu.tion, and even some of my best
friends passed the buck. There are
many reasons why this journal can
exist, and is most needed.
CaLifornia is the largest fish 1'e-
ceivin~,; state in the Union, and a voice
some'-7here is needed to keep the many
anglt:s in line. There are always new
laws coming up, which naturally affect
the industry, one way or another, and
there does not exist at the present
time, any means to keep the imlustry
co-ordinated or properly informed.
Commercial fisheries are California~~
fourth largest food resource indus-
try, and continues to grow. Many
things are l:appening. Changes are
effected over night, and through the
pages of this magazine everyone will
know what is taking place all over
the state, as well as a general survey
of major activities in the fisheries world.
Ten reasons why the C a I i for n i a
Fisheries publication deserves the sup-
port of the entire California commer-
cial fishing fl'ut'?l'i1ity:
One: Because it is an independent.
progressive, and truthful publication.
Two: Because it is published by
men who understand the commercial
fisheries business, and.are not married to
one or more branches of the industry.
Three: Because it is without ques-
tion the voice of the fisherman, can-
ner, wholesale1't fresh fish market, and
retail dealer (both canned and fresh fish).
Four: Because it is four-square fo]"
honest dealings, fair play, and a bet-
ter understanding between those de-
riving their livlihood from the ex-
ploitation of fish.
Five: Because it is an energetic.
forceful agency against all legislation
purporting to hamper commercial fish-
eries. It will exert its influence at all
times to pass or defeat legislation fay-
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Floated Oysters
1\'1. N. Blumenthal, representing .T.
& J. "V. Ellsworth, shippers of genuine
New York Counts, contributed and
paid as advertising the following art-
icle, relative to Congressman Bacon's
cOl'l'cspondence with the Department
of the Bureau of Chemistry and Soil.o;
of the Department of Agriculture.
[<Congressman Bacon, backing up
the, efforts of Long Island oystermen
in their fight against the permitting
of floated oysters on the market, de-
munds an inquiry by the agricultural
department In an open letter undel'
the date of October 18. He brand":i
the practice of floating and drinking
o y s t e l' s carried on in the :rvlaurice
River section, of New Jersey, as not
only unfair competition but a flagrant
dolation of the Federal Pure Food
Law. The practice consists in princi-
ple in causing the oysters to absorb
a large amount of water which bloats
them and incl'eases their size. Con-
gressman Bacon's letter follows:
October 18, 1928.
The Chief,
Bureau of Chemistry and Soils,
Department of Agriculture.
Hl\Ty dear Doctor Knight:
The very disquieting information
has come to me that there has abso-
lutely been no remedy of the condi-
lions unfavorably affecting the oyster
industry through the practice of the
oystermen in the Maurice River sec-
tion of New Jersey to float and drink
oysters.
I have been told that renewed ob-
jections and protests have been lodged
Ivith the Secretary of Agriculture by
the oystermen of New York, Mary-
land, Connecticut and Rhode Island,
and other states, all bottomed on the
assertion that the regulation of th.:;
flTaurice Rivel' oyster production, from
a food adulteration standpoint, has not
shown any progress.
Indeed, the complaint is made, which
I respectively pass on to you, and
through you to the Secretary of Agri-
culture, that the practice of float and
drinking of oysters in the l\-'Iaurice
HiveI' section constitute as flagrant vio-
lation of the Food and Drugs Act as
ever, and that absolutely no correetivt~
steps have been taken by your Depart-
ment.
I believe the Department of Agri-
culture and the oystermen from other
States are In perfect agreement that
the floating and drinking of oysters
constitutes a plain violation of th8
Food and Drugs Act, and that thos0
practicing this method of food adulter-
ation are, and should be, subject to the
penalties of the Food and Drugs Act.
Economically, the practice is one
that can, moderately, be termed un-
fair. The industry as a whole are in-
clined to characterize the practice as
essentially "crool<ed," for the oyster-
man who floats his oysters not only
secures an unfair competitive advant-
age but he also, deliberately, misleads
the buyer. I believe it is elementary
that the public would not consume a
floated oyster, if it lmew it as such.
Northern oysters, when taken from
the beds and washed, would count out
about 200 to the gallon, while floated
and drinking they would bloat so that
the count would diminish to 140 to
the gallon. The washed oysters wouln
sell at $3.25 per gallon while the float-
ed oyster wuuld sell at $2.30 per gal-
lon.
The Northern product, clean and
wholesome, ~ells at an average that is
fairly constant throughout the industry.
It is signifieant, if my information is
correct and I have no reason for
doubting it, that the Maurice River
product sells .for about $2.30 to $2.75
per gallon, depending on the count,
but at a gallon price that is consid··
erably lower than that asked for the
Northern product.
Northern oystermen, whom I have
in mind, are' willing to stand behind
the statement that if Maurice River
product were not floated it would be
impossible for the oystermen in that
section to sell at such ridiculously low
prices. And furthermore, in their opin-
ion, these oysters' show evidence of
having been in contact. with fresh
water.
When I had the matter up with you
last year, I recollect that the agree-
ment reach~d was substantially that
the Department of Agriculture would
not tolerate the adulteration of this
important food product, no matter
where the floats would be placed at
ebb and flood tides. This was a cor-
rect determination, but in actual prac·
tice, I am told, the floated oyster i.::;
still coming out of the Maurice River
section.
If this is the case the oyster indus-
try as a whole has the right to ex-
pect the Department of Agriculture to
take the proper corrective measures.
It so happens that I represent Long
Island, which is a large oyster pro-
ducing area. None of Long Island's
oysters are adulterated. They are
thrown on the market on a fair com-
petitive basis. The industry of New
York should not be made to suffer
from privileges accorded a competi-
tive State, and on behalf of the New
York industry I respectfully protest
any action which in any wise would
aid the Maurice River section to place
oysters on the market that are adul-
terated from floating and which would
SANTA BARBARA
(Special)
When one thinks of Santa Barbara,
one naturally thinks of Larco, as tl1cy
are the only producers and shipper:,
there and they have a wonderful busi-
n~ess. They operate twenty-two fish-
ing boats and own twelve outright.
Five men are employed on each boat,
most of their boats being of th'3
trawler type. They just launched thf~
OCENIO, a 45-footer, equipped w,ith a
50 H.P. Atlas Imperial Deisel. You
will have to hand it to the LUlTO
boys. They are live wires and Imow
the game.
In an interview 'with I'Tr. U (Piano)
Larco, he says, uOUt I~Jl'5ter C:'lmp,; at
the ! ~lands have no-.; beeH very pro-
t~!lt'th P. this season, hbl'ut 50".., W)~­
mal. But you ·c·}T'.'t 1f'll W~l(,n the
l'o·,;· will come into t~ll ~r own. \\'!lJ~
the outlook so far is not so good, stil!
I predict larger catches later on. But
if the latter is not the case, there will
be a record price paid this year. Hali-
but is also very scarce.
Most of my boats are not making
expenses, and we are only waiting on
a goud rain and then we can connect.
'We are getting quite a few sales and
our itllet bU":iiness is growing in h~::Jps
and bounds. Fillet is, without que~:­
tion, the future way in which fish will
be sold. We are adjusting our lmsi-
ness accordingly."
Chico Larco, the senior brother, has
been under the weather with a very
severe cold and claims he is embar-
rassingly short on snake medicine. You
see Chico still believe the old time
remedies are the best, so if for some
reason or other, some of our reader::-
happen to be traveling Santa Barbara
way, by all means let Chico explain
in his own words the curative value of
Carrie Nation's tonie.
considerably undersell, to their com-
petitors' disadvantage, a product that
is clean and wholesome.
:It was also my recollection when
taldng the matter up with 'you last
year that your field investigators
would check the :rvlaurice River opera-
tions with a view to determining the
salinity of the waters where the oys-
ters are placed on floats at ebb and
flood tides and intermediate periods,
and also as to whether or not tllf~
oysters, when finally shipped out, con-
tain added water. I should be glad if
you would inform me of the results
of this investigation and generally, of
course, whether the eharges that hav8
been made· by me, in your opinion,
have substance.
Sincerely yours,
ROBERT L. BACON."
(Paid Advertisement)
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LOS ANGELES
Wholesale Shippers with n Reputation. Cnreful and Prompt. All
orders shippcd without delay. Place your rC1lt\iremenls with u...
if yoU wllnt honest, conscientious scrvice
Stnnding Orders wilhout D:salillointment
Telephone 333 & 334. Munici,al Fish Wharf, Snn Pedro, Calif.
Phone Metropolitan 6366
Attention Producers: Quote us fresh fish and
specialties
Los Angeles
Harbor Fish Cmnpany
Fresh, Salted, Smoked and Canned Sea Foods
All Varieties of Shell Fish, Game and Oysters
\Vholcsale and Commission Merchants
PRODUCERS, TAKE NOTE:-Quote us on all kinds
Fresh Fi.':Ih and Specialties
631-633 Central Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.
Phones TR. 6259, TR. 6250
LOS-ANGELES
FISH & OYSTER
COMPANY
Wholesale Fish Division
Young's Market Compan-;l
!410 Towne Ave.
M. H. ISENBERG
FORMERLY ZAISER PRODUCE CO.
PRODUCERS: Plellse quote us on Cnrp. Black Cod, Mullets, White
F.sli. Suckers, Hock Cod, H!tUbut, Salmon and Specialties.
Telephone \Yestmore :326a. 1812 Southe Central Ave.
Los Angeles, Calif.
EST. 1911VINCENT ZANKICH nnd JERRY ZAKKICH
ZANKICH BROS. FISH CO.
SAN PEDRO FISH CO,
Wholesnle Deniers nnd Stnnding Order ShillllCrs
of nil Cnlifornln SeaCo-ods
PROMPT and RELIABLE -- "QUICK SERVICE"
Telephone 10. Municipal Fish \Vharf, San Pedro, Calif.
Specializing in all California Sea Foods
Give us a trial
Market Phones 475 and 474·
G. Mengehino, Prop. Res. Phone 1440-W
PIONEER FISHERIES
The old relinble distributor of nil kinds of l~r(sh F:sh. eSllCcinU,.
,mnll fish, such ns Perch. KingJish, Smelts. I'rlncl.erel
Lobsters, nnd Etc.
Wire tiS for Quotations. Plnee your Stnnding Orders with us
Tel. 1474. Care Municipal Fish \Vharf, San Pedro, C_alif.
Independent Fish Company
SAN PEDRO
Wholesale Fresh Fish Dealers and Shippers
STAR FISHERIES
'Vholesale Distributors of All Kinds of Southern
California Sea Vaods
If you crave Service place your requirements with 1I:'l
Telephllne Main 8105 Telephone 2525
P. o. nUl; 385 l'IIunldpol Fish Whorl
511n Diego, Calif. Snn Pedro. Calif.
M. N. BLUMENTHAL
SEA FOOD BROKER
Wholesale Fish Dealers
"Distributors of the Best"
Fresh, Frozen and Salted Fish, Fillets, Shrimps, Crabs,
Specialties and Red Cross Oysters
If you want a Square Deal and Energetic R~presentation
write me
Telephone Fabel' 2808
405 Stanford Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.
Fresh, Frozen, Salt, Smoked
Fish
Producers, Shippers and Wholesalers
MARINE FISH COMPANY Specialties in Season
We are Large Buyers of AU·· Kinds ot Seafoods. Quote us Volume.
We operate 13 Stock Trucks covering nil of Los Angeles Count)-.
Telephone Trinity 5371. 1214 Produce St., Los Angeles. CllUf.
HOME OFFICE-739 KOHLER STREET
Telephone Trinity 5031
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
Branch, S!llI Pedro. Telephone 5201
-E SIMON S. BAlmR
. CEN1RAL FISH AND OYSTER CO.
-- WHOLESALE DEALERS --
PRODUCERS. TAItE NOTE:-We bu;r nil kinds of Fish, espec-
ially Carp, Bluck Cod, MuIleUi White Fish, Roel. Cod, Halibu!.,
Snlmon and Specialties.
Tel. Vnndike 3740. 1012·14 So. Ccntrul AH'., Los Angeles, Cnlif.
When answering AdvertisemcnhJ please men-tion CALIFORNIA FISHERIES
Annie Di MeglioVincent Di Meglio
Ocean Fish Company
Established 1897
FISHERIESCALIFORNIATHE
VAN CAMP
ORGANIZATIONS
::Wi!&til November 23, 1928
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I
Regidence Phone IG9BMarll:et Phone 229
Telegraph "Mutual" for your fish requirements.
Pac~~ers of
"Pampco" Brand Tempra Fish Cake
Geo. T. Ota, Manager
Cable Address, "Mutual"
Bentley's Complete Phrase
Municipal Fish Wharf, San Pedro, Calif.
Also all Jdnds Southern California Fresh Fish
Pacific Coast Fish Company
and NAKAHARA COMPANY
Ship Chandlery and Supplies
Phones: 907 and 908 P. O. Box 267
Municipal Fish 'Vharf, San Pedro, Calif.
Fish Comp~ny
Mutual
Fresh Fish, Oysters and Lobsters
Municipal Fi':!h \Vharf, San Pedro, California
'Yire for Quotations
We Handle Nothing But the Best
At Lowest Prices. Good, Fresh Fish Products of all
kinds, at all times. Send us your standing order
"If It Swims We Have it"
Wholesale Fresh Fish Dealers
Import -Export -A II kinds of marine products
California
We nre large
of nil kinds of
Fish nnd Spec-
Plense Iluote
volume.
Established 1897
We ship standing
Orders all over Texas,
California, Arizona
Nevada, New Mexico,
Etc.
us on
NOTE:
buyers
Fresh
ialties.
-HOME OFFICE-
Wholesalers
FISH and SEA FOODS
of all varieties of
San Pedro San Diego
Los Angeles
San Pedro
Standard Fisheries Company
Phone San Pedro 5 Municipal Fish Wharf-San Pedro
Y. KAMIYA, Mgr. Est. 1910
Central Fish Company
Shippers of all kinds of Southern California Fresh Fish.
Depend on, us to supply your wants regardless of the
quantity
MAINTAINING JAPANESIL SHIPPING DEPARTMENT
UStanding Orders"
'l'el.~Care iij"iiniCiiiaf-FfsK"W·harf,-Sa~i"·pedr~C'aiii.
~
I Producers, Packers and Shippers of all Kinds of
I FRESH, SALTED and SMOKED FISH
LOBSTERS, OYSTERS, CRABS
'I
I
'!l~====~! ----,-:1 John IVlUlckh. Manager
;1
!:!
l'
1
When answering Advertisements Il!cnlle mention CALIFORNIA FISHERIES
t
Bryce Fl()rm~ce
Est. Since 1902
196-P.O. Box No. 96
wharf, Monterey, California
.... ,ClIII<>-"...,.,.._~__,__'_'__,_>
Telephone
Municipal
Telephone DAvenport 6820
HENRY DOWDEN CO.
Brokers
MARINE PRODUCTS
23-25-27 Municipal wharf, Monterey, California.
SAN FRANCISCO
FRESH FISH
Telephone 368-P.O. Box T
Cable address "Pac-Mutual"
SHIP ANYWHERE
Pacific Mutual Fish Co., Inc.
Shippers: Quote us your fish-Standing orders aolicited
Producers and Distributors of
T. Hamaguchi, Prop.
Central California Fish
1. Takigawa, Pres., Mgr.
Write us regarding SHELL and SLICED AB·
ALONE, MILD-CURED SALMON, SARDINES
and ANCHOVIES in brine or dry salted.
Alex Pnllldini, President Bryce Florence,
G. Alioto. ViCll President Joseph Chlccln. Trenllurer
'Producers and shippers ofall
Henry Dowdell
598 Clay St. San Francisco, "",",,n,
Established 1870
Santa Barbara. California214 State Street
Wire for Our Quotations
EST. 1920 JIM MATTHEWS, PROP.
MATTHEWS FISH COMPANY
SAN LUIS OBISPO
New Capital Fish Co.
Wholcsnlc Deniers in
FRESH FISH
D'ealersinall kinds of fresh fish ~ Shippers quote us onspedal tics
SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA
-------
FRANK SUTTORA FISH CO.
WHOLESALE SHIPPERS
Famous Newport .Ind, Smelts, Halibut nnd IIIl other ldllds
Local Frilsh I·'ish. 'Vire fur Q'lotnliuns
Telephones 269 or l:H Newport Beach, Calif.
.1. P. HORMAN FISH CO.
WHOLESALING
'fhus~ line Newllor1 Bench Juel, Smelts lIud yorimls lither
Soulht'rn California l~resh :Fish
CUrI"CSpondt'llce Solicited
Telephone 350-\V Newpurt Beach, Calif.
\Ve ship everywhere-all kinds of California Sea-foods.
Special attention given to standing. orders.
SERVICE PAR-EXCELLENCE
Sp'7cializing in Lobsters-Live and Cooked
S. LARCO FISH COMPANY
SACRAMENTO
NEWPORT BEACH
SANTA MONICA
SAN LUIS FISH COMPANY
Estnblished 1918
'Vholesale Dealers of Fresh Fish and Shell Fish
Telephone 864
581 Dana Street P. O. Box 305 Sun Luis Obispo, Calif.
QUOTE US ON YOUR FISH
Phone Main 695
1117 Third Street Sacramento, Calif.
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~ PALA~~L.F~~~. ~?n~PANY 1Shippers, quote us-on Halillllt, Salmon, Striped Buss, Roe,Shnd, Cntnsh, Shrimll!1 and nIl kinds of SpeclulticsEstablished since 190,1. Santa Monica, Calif.
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PITTSBURG FISHERY
Plttllburg, Calif.
FORT BRAGG FISHERY
Fort. Brngg, CllIit.
HUr.IDOLDT FISHEnY
Eureka, Calif.
STOCKTON
P. BUSALACCHI & BROS.
WHOLESALE FISH DEALERS
ALSO
Producers and Shippers of Catfish, Shad,
Striped Bass and Salmon
Standing Orders Solicited
PHONE Stockton 1032 or 4095
29-31 E. Channel St. Stockton, California
Northern California Fisheries
Company
OPERATING UNITS -
MONTEREY FISHERY
Monterey, Calif.
SHELTER COVE
Shelter Cove, Clllif.
POINT REYES
Point Reyes,
Home Office
Telephone Davenport 5860
550 Monterey Sweet San Francisco,
